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A guide to the documents required for a standard visitor visa application. Is this page useful? A guide to the documents required for a standard visitor visa application. Is this page useful? By combining technical know-how with human touch, we help ensure a safe and easy journey for both governments and citizens. We work with our government clients who
welcome people from all over the world, traveling abroad to share experiences, discover new cultures, work and learn. This guide explains the documents you may need to support your application to visit the UK. All documents should be originals, not photocopies. Submitting these documents does not guarantee that your application will be successful and
you should keep this in mind when booking. If you are sending a document that is not in English or Welsh, it must be accompanied by a full translation, which can be independently verified by the Home Office. Each translated document must contain: confirmation from the translator that it is an accurate translation of the original document, the date of
translation of the full name of the translator and the signature of the contact details of the translator 1. The documents you must provide are all visitors with a valid travel document (national passport or other document that allows the owner to travel abroad). 2. Other documents that you can provide - all visitors This section contains recommendations on the
types of documents you can provide to help us consider your application against immigration rules. previous travel documents/passports that show previous travel. financial documents showing that you have sufficient funds. They should clearly show that you have access to funds such as: bank statements building company proof of earnings, such as a letter
from an employer confirming employment data (start date, salary, role, contact company details) where a third party (who is either in the UK or who will be legally in the UK during your visit) provides financial support to you, for example. Business, friend or relative, documents to show that they have sufficient resources to support you in addition to yourself
and any family dependents should be provided with proof of legal residence if you are not a citizen of the country in which you are applying or your right to reside is not included in your passport employment or study data, where you stated in your application that you are either employed or in full-time research. This may include: a letter from your employer on
a paper headed by a company detailing your role, fees and length of work letter from your education provider, on paper, confirming your enrollment and leave if self-employed: business registration documents confirming the name of the business owner and date date Business started trading business activities - where you come to the UK in order to carry out
activities related to your profession/employment outside the UK you must submit documents showing what you will do in the UK, including any letters from inviting organisations. For example: any business activity, such as a letter from an employer outlining the reasons for your visit, who you will meet and details of any payments/expenses for performances
and entertainment visitors, whether you work in this area as a professional or amateur, and what and where you will perform under the 18s - we strongly encourage you to provide the following information otherwise it may delay consideration of your application for a birth certificate or legal document (e.g. adoption documents) showing the relationship
between you and your parent or guardian, if travel unaccompanied or with someone other than your parent or guardian you must provide: a signed letter from your parents (s) confirming the details of any accompanying you, as well as details of the care and accommodation arranged in the UK for a copy of your parent (s) or legal guardian that includes their
signature and passport number, if your parent (s) does not have a passport, then you must provide another official document that bears your signature 3. Additional documents for specific types of visitors This section establishes additional types of documents that you must submit if you are visiting for one of the following reasons. 3.1 Academics coming to
conduct research (12-month visa) letter from your current employer on official paper-led, detailing the period of your leave, exchange or outlining of the study to be conducted by a letter from the host organization of the UK confirming the mechanisms for your research or exchange If you are from the country listed in paragraph 39 of Part 1 of the Immigration
Rules, you must provide a valid medical certificate issued by the doctor listed in the T immigration application. 3.2 Family accompanying scientists coming to conduct research (12-month visa) If you are from a country listed in paragraph 39 of Part 1 of the Immigration Rule, you must provide a valid medical certificate issued by a doctor listed in the T
Immigration Rules annex. 3.3 Private medical treatment (6 and 11 month visa) You must provide a letter from your doctor or consultant in the UK which includes: details of the condition requiring treatment or consultation of the estimated cost and duration of treatment details where treatment or consultation will take place if you apply for an 11-month and from
the country listed in paragraph 39 of Part 1 of the Immigration Rules, you must provide a valid medical certificate issued by a doctor listed in annex T Immigration Rules. Where you are to extend your stay as a visitor for private medical treatment you must provide the following documents: a letter from a registered doctor in a private practice or an NHS
hospital who holds the position of an NHS consultant or who appears in the Specialized Register of the General Medical Council, detailing the medical condition, requiring further treatment documents to show that you have fulfilled the cost of any treatment already receiving organ donors Also, organ donors must provide a letter confirming: that you are indeed
intending to donate an organ to the name of the person you have a genetic or personal relationship with, and that you have either confirmed the match with the identified recipient or undergo further tests to establish this information on when and where the transplant or tests will take place: the lead nurse or THE NHS Health Coordinator who holds the
position of an NHS consultant, or who appears in the specialized register of donors to the organ of the General Medical Council also needs a document showing that the intended recipient is legally residing in the UK, such as a copy of their British passport or residence permit. If they apply for a visa at the same time, you must provide your details (name,
nationality, date of birth). 3.4 Letter of support to a potential owner from: Pre-presidency of these documents will prevent the subsequent switch to Level 1 (Entrepreneur). The Professional and Linguistic Assessment Board or objectively structured clinical examination of the trials - a letter from the General Medical Council and the Midwifery Council confirming
the mechanisms for testing unpaid clinical attachments or dental observer posts - confirms your offer to take this position, and that you have not previously undertaken this activity in the UK 3.6 Performers at one or more authorized festival invitations from the organizers of each event, setting the required dates and details of any payment you will receive. 3.7
Approved Destination Scheme (ADS) You should consult a specific guide for ADS visitors. 3.8 A permitted letter of invitation to participate in the programme from an appropriate UK-based organization, such as a higher education institution, arts or entertainment industry, sports organization, research organization, aviation training organization, regulated by
the UK Civil Aviation Authority, must also provide proof of professional status in your country, depending on your participation. Lecturers/experts: publications in examination areas confirming previous lectures in this area, a letter from your employer confirming where you work and your area of expertise entertainers/artists/sports people: people: material for
speeches, shows of concerts, speeches, reading and exhibitions of proof of awards coverage in the media and reviews of evidence of recent performances by air pilot experts: a document to show membership in your country of residence of the national aviation body, for example, the Federal Aviation Administration of the U.S. Lawyers: a practicing certificate
or certificate of good standing or equivalent document 3.9 Visitor (Marriage/ Civil Partnership) If you have been married or in a civil partnership before, you must provide documents to show that you are free to be married or a civil partnership. Evidence that there have been/taken measures to marry or form a civil partnership or notice your intention to do so
during your visit, such as a letter from the registry office. 3.10 Transit Visitor Evidence that your further journey from the UK has been booked/confirmed, and that it is either within 24 hours of arriving in the UK for direct airside transit or 48 hours of arrival in the UK for visitors in transit, such as: Proof of travel booking (may be by email or copy of tickets) proof
of travel agent Proof that you are sure of entering the country that you are traveling, such as: a green card residence card valid visa If you are not a citizen or resident of the destination country, you can provide proof of reason for the trip, such as: proof of holiday booking 4. Documents that you should not submit unless specifically requested by this section
provide recommendations on the types of documents that are not required to review your application. If you are applying as a family/group you do not need to provide multiple copies of the same bank statement or letter document, issued more than 1 year before the date of application of the credit card application driver's license photos (photos of the
passport required in section 1) notary certificates of business cards hotel booking flight photocopies of bank cards certificates related to leisure proof of ownership of car travel insurance sponsor utility bills council tax accounts of educational certificates (if specifically listed in section 3) 3)
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